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Abstract
Real-time cognitive assistance is one of the most exciting
applications in the age of Augmented Reality (AR). Several
research groups have explored the use of cognitive assistants,
embodied within smartphones or wearable AR glasses, to
guide users through unfamiliar tasks (e.g., assembling a piece
of furniture or following a recipe). These systems generally
consist of two high-level modules: a perceptual module (e.g.,
a deep-learning based vision system) and a cognitive module
(implemented via a rule-engine or state machine), and must
operate in near real-time. As such, cognitive assistants are
illustrative use-cases for edge computing. While prior work
has focused on pushing the frontier of what is possible, it
suffers from some defects that hinder practical deployment.
First, much research on cognitive assistants has assumed an
accurate visual perception system, which may not be true in
practice. Second, while some work has explored user errors in
performance of tasks, the manner in which this is done is not
scalable (i.e., possible errors are explicitly specified in a state
machine representation apriori). To address these limitations,
in this paper, we propose (i) to involve users in resolving
the ambiguity/uncertainty of visual inputs and (ii) to employ
automated planning tools as well as execution monitoring
techniques to keep track of the task states, as well as to generate new plans to recover from users’ mistakes if necessary.
To verify the feasibility of our system, we implemented and
tested it on both an Android phone and HoloLens 2, supported
by an edge server for off-loading computation.

1

Introduction

Cognitive assistance is an exciting emerging application of
Augmented Reality (AR) enabled wearable devices. A cognitive assistant is envisioned to observe the user as he/she
carries on her tasks, but can intervene if it detects the user
might need assistance. Several research groups [9, 16] have
explored the frontiers of this problem, and the resulting prototypes typically consist of two high level modules. The first
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component (perceptual module) perceives the state of the
world, while the other component (cognitive module) tracks
progress as the user performs a task, and can intervene with
assistance if needed.
To realize a practical cognitive assistant, we first need a
robust perceptual module, whose purpose is to understand the
visual surrounding world and compute the current task state.
Fortunately, with advances in deep learning, both the accuracy and the efficiency of many computer vision tasks such as
object detection and image classification, have been substantially improved. Moreover, models for these tasks can also
meet tight latency requirements even when they are deployed
in the edge [9, 14].
However, in practice, the current task state could be ambiguous for the following reasons. First, the perceptual module
may provide ambiguous detection results in many different
cases [13, 21]. For instance, a detector may produce a wrong
label for an object if it is too far or too close to the camera. Second, for efficiency, many systems that target practical
deployment only take a single frame as input to obtain the current task state and do not consider temporal relations across
frames. Therefore, even with accurate object detection results
on a single frame, the system may still be confused about
the corresponding task state because different task states may
look exactly the same.
Besides the robust visual perception module, we need an
efficient state tracker to keep track of the task states and provide real-time suggestions to end users. On the one hand, a
few systems built on top of the Gabriel [5] system adopt finite
state machines (FSM) to track the state transitions, which is
very efficient. However, it can only recover from a few predefined user errors, which are hard-coded in the state machine.
Furthermore, it is often infeasible to exhaustively list all the
possible state transitions in a predefined state machine given
dynamic conditions. On the other hand, Jarvis [16] proposes a
planner to dynamically generate the next step, which in theory
is able to recover from any number of incorrect steps. However, Jarvis [16] triggers the planner every time it needs to
provide suggestions for the next step, even if the user is follow-
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Figure 1: High level system design.
ing the plan. This could be too expensive for time-sensitive
applications and wastes computational resources.
In this paper, we argue that obtaining accurate current task
state from the perceptual module and dynamic state tracking are the foundations for a cognitive assistant to provide
meaningful feedback to end users. To this end, we propose a
cognitive assistance framework that will interact with users
to resolve ambiguity if there is any when deciding the current task state. Moreover, to be able to handle unpredictable
user errors, we employ execution monitoring techniques in
a dynamic state tracking system, which tracks the current
task state based on the perceptual module and recovers from
dynamic user errors. More specifically, the dynamic state
tracking system consists of a planner and a state machine. In
the beginning, the state machine is generated from the initial
plan. If the user is following the plan, the state transitions will
be efficiently handled by the state machine. If not, the planner
will try to generate a new plan and a new state machine is built
according to the new plan. By combining the planner with a
state machine, we could both benefit from the flexibility of
the planner for recovering from different user errors and the
efficiency of state machines for fast state transitions.
The contributions of our paper are two-fold. First, we propose to involve users in disambiguating ambiguous current
task state that could not be distinguished solely based on
the perceptual module. Second, by building upon techniques
from both automated planning and execution monitoring and
combining a planner with a state machine, we are able to
incorporate a state tracking system in our approach to dynamically track the current task state and to recover from user
errors in different conditions.

2

Background and Motivation

In this section, we show two key challenges of building a
practical cognitive assistant on the edge.

2.1

Ambiguous Current Task State

A computationally efficient solution for the perception system
to obtain the current task state could be an object detector or

a classifier. After that, the cognitive assistant will try to infer
the current task state based on detection results [16].
However, the current task state could be ambiguous for the
following reasons. First, the perceptual module may fail to
detect the objects in the view accurately. For instance, the
object detection algorithm may miss some objects or provide
false detection results. Second, inferring the current task state
on a single frame could be ambiguous as it ignores temporal
relations across frames. For instance, given a frame where a
user has placed one object on top of another, with the new
object occluding the previous one, it is uncertain whether
additional objects have been added or the previous top object
has been removed.
Therefore, we argue that clearly identifying those ambiguous cases when deciding the current task state and resolving
the ambiguity are very important. Otherwise, it may lead to
incorrect instructions towards the task goal. Indeed, the planner used in this work assumes a fully observable setting and
cannot handle uncertainty stemming from state ambiguity.
While there exist planning paradigms that handle uncertainty
(e.g., contingent and conformant planning [12]), state ambiguity can create computational challenges and even cause the
planning system to generate plans that are inappropriate in
the context of the actual state of the world.

2.2

Dynamic User Errors

After we get the current task state, the next step is to figure
out the step-by-step instructions towards the task goal. To
achieve this, we may apply a finite state machine (FSM) for
this task, as in related applications built on top of Gabriel [5].
However, a FSM is limited for many cognitive assistance
applications for the following reasons. First, it is impractical
to list all the possible failure cases that users may encounter
when completing the tasks. Moreover, in real applications,
users may not follow instructions for multiple steps, which
may result in a large number of undefined states in the predefined state machine. Furthermore, it is often infeasible to
update the sequence of states required to achieve the original
goal since normally some sort of corrective action would be
required to either repair or work around the previous mistakes.
Instead, a planner [16] can resolve these issues because
the dynamic planner does not need to fix the states and state
transitions beforehand and it can always generate new plans
if necessary. However, running the planner is time consuming
and triggering the planner for every state transition is inappropriate for latency-sensitive cognitive assistance applications.

3

System Design

The overview of our system is shown in Fig. 1. In this figure,
we can see that live video frames are coming from end devices
like smartphones or AR glasses. The frames will be serialized
and sent to the edge server for further processing.
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Figure 2: A case of ambiguity when deciding the current task
state based on the information from the perceptual module.
In the edge server, the frames will first go through a perceptual module, which could be a classifier or an object detector.
The classification/detection results will then be used to compute the current task state. If there is any ambiguity in this step,
our system will initiate a dialogue with the user to resolve the
ambiguity. Finally, given the up-to-date current task state, the
planner and the state tracker will generate the corresponding
next step instruction to the user.
We will use a sandwich assembly task as an example for
the rest of the paper. This is the same task used in the Gabriel
cognitive assistant and is a good toy example to consider the
key aspects of the system. The user is given a set of ingredients
(e.g. tomato, lettuce, bread) and given explicit instructions to
assemble a particular sandwich.

3.1

Dialogue-based Ambiguity Resolving

We may not be able to compute the current task state because
of partial observability in some applications. For instance, as
shown in Fig. 2, if a user is stacking a sandwich, because of
occlusion, the perceptual module can only detect the top object on the sandwich. Initially, the bread is detected followed
by a piece of ham. In this case, the system will assume that
a piece of ham has been put on the bread. However, after
that, if the top object then changes to bread again then the
system could conclude that either a new slice of bread added
or perhaps the ham was taken away. (Many other possibilities
exist, but we will assume the user is cooperative and is only
adding or removing one object at a time.)
In the above case, the system can resolve the ambiguity in
current task state by requesting for clarification from the user.
Previous work [20] suggests that a clarification request should
list all uncertain options when there exist no more than two
options (e.g., “Did you <add/remove> <item1> or <item2>?”.
Otherwise, humans prefer to be asked a Wh-question (e.g.,
“What item did you <add/remove>?”).

3.2

Planner

To address the aforementioned shortcomings of FSMs we
turn to AI planning (e.g., [8, 11]), where the objective is to

generate a partially or totally ordered sequence of actions – a
plan – which transforms some initially specified state of the
world to a desired (goal) state. Research in the field, spanning
many decades, has strived to produce general solutions to this
problem, leading to planners which are not domain-specific.
That is, general-purpose planners have been created, which
are agnostic to problem and domain specific peculiarities
and return a solution, a plan, given some input specified in
a generic and standard format (e.g., the Planning Domain
Definition Language (PDDL) [15]).
Definition 1 (Planning Problem). A planning problem is a
tuple of the form P = (F, A, I, G), where F is a finite set of
fluent symbols, A is a set of actions, I ⊆ F defines the initial
state, and G ⊆ F defines the goal state. Each action a ∈ A is
associated with a precondition, Prea , add effects, eff +
a , delete
effects, eff −
a , and non-negative action costs, COST(a).
A state, s, is a set of fluents that are true (a fluent is a condition that can change over time). An action a ∈ A is executable
in a state s if Prea ⊆ s. The successor state is defined as
+
δ(a, s) =((s\ eff −
a ) ∪ eff a ) for the executable actions. The
sequence of actions π = [a1 , ..., an ] is executable in s if the
state s0 = δ(an , δ(an−1 , . . . , δ(a1 , s))) is defined. Moreover, π
is the solution to a planning problem P if it is executable from
I and G ⊆ δ(an , δ(an−1 , . . . , δ(a1 , I))).
Given a user goal, G, we instantiate a planning problem
P = (F, A, I, G) where I, A and F are predefined. We make
assumptions pertaining to the initial state I that may or may
not hold in the world. To illustrate, we partially model our
sandwich example as a planning problem:
• stack(x,y) ∈ A
– Prestack = {clear(x),clear(y),ontable(x)}
– eff +
stack = {on(x,y)} (note: x is on y)
– eff −
stack = {clear(y)}
• G = {onTable(bread1),on(ham,bread1),on(lettuce,ham),
on(bread2,lettuce),on(tomato,bread2),on(bread3,tomato)}
Given that initially all of the ingredients are clear and on the
table, one possible solution to the above problem is a plan π =
stack(ham,bread1),stack(lettuce,ham),stack(bread2,lettuce),
stack(tomato,bread2),stack(bread3,tomato).
3.2.1

Interactive State Tracking System

The system guides the user through the execution of π by
providing her with the plan incrementally, one step at a time.
In the beginning, we generate the initial plan π and build a
state machine based on the plan. After that, the vision system
is assumed to observe actions performed by the user (e.g.,
stack(lettuce,ham)) which are then used to update the current
state of the world. More specifically, when the vision system
observes some action a in some state s, the new state will be
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Figure 3: State tracking with a planner and state machines.
The green box shows the current expected action.
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the successor state δ(a, s). Following the observation of a user
action, we check whether the observed action a matches the
current step of the plan that was given to the user. If yes, we
will provide the next instruction directly based on the state
machine and change the current state in the state machine.
However, if not, we generate a new planning problem where
I is the updated state δ(a, s) and solve it to obtain π0 . For
instance, if the user made a mistake such as stacking tomato
on ham instead of stacking lettuce on ham, π0 will correct
the user’s mistake and instruct her to remove the tomato and
place the lettuce instead. An illustrative figure is shown in
Fig. 3. With the new π0 , a new state machine is built based
on the new list of instructions. The approach of integrating
the planner with a state machine is advantageous since the
system will not trigger the planner every time as long as the
user is following the plan. Note that we employ here a simple
approach to plan execution and monitoring; the rich body of
related work offers a myriad of solutions (e.g., [7, 8]).

we take pictures on the objects in a sandwich toy and prepare
around 60 images for each label. It achieves the accuracy of
more than 99% for both the training set and the validation
set after 20 iterations. In the edge server, we also smooth the
detection results and only report the detection of an object if
it has been detected for four consecutive frames.
As shown in Fig. 2, the top object cannot fully represent
the current task state because different actions may lead to
the same top object. Therefore, we propose a simple activity
recognition method based on the changes of the top objects
and the objects that we already stacked in the pile. For instance, if we have stacked A and B in sequence, we will know
that C is put on B if C is detected right after B. This method
allows us to infer a temporal relation (e.g., cheese stacked
on bread) by leveraging a classifier running on a sequence of
frames. However, if A is detected after B, we need to involve
the user to resolve the ambiguity and figure out whether the
user has put another A on B or it has removed the B on top.
Given the user’s goal (e.g., make a ham sandwich), we
call the fast-downward planning system [10] to generate a
plan, which achieves the goal. The user is then provided with
the first instruction. Following this, when a user action is
observed, we check whether the action matches the current
step of the plan. As described previously, we only call the
planner if the observed action does not match the current
instruction. Otherwise, we directly track the state transitions
based on a state machine derived from the plan. Whenever a
user action is observed, we update the state of the world by
modifying the PDDL file to reflect effects of the action.

4

Implementation

We built our system on top of the gabriel-sandwich project [9]
with a edge server architecture and adopted the WebSocket to
transfer frames and resulting instructions between the client
and edge server. We have implemented a new Hololens 2
client and added our image classification module, the activity
recognition module and the interactive state tracking module
in the edge server. A video demonstration is available [2].
For the client, as we can see in Fig. 1, it also acts as the
camera source. In our system, we only fetch new frames from
the camera source if there are less than two frames that are
under processing in the edge server. All the other frames will
be dropped at the camera source directly.
In the edge server, for the image classification module, we
adopt the transfer learning method and build our model based
on a lightweight MobileNet v2 backbone network [1], which
could be deployed on a lot of edge devices. We have five
classes in our case, which are bread, tomato, lettuce, ham and
a label for the background class. To fine tuning the network,
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5

Evaluation

In this section, we show the characteristics of running the
planner and the classifier in our experiments.

5.1

Case Study: A Planning Example

We show a planning example in Table 4. In this table, we can
see that the original plan is to stack bread1, ham1, lettuce1,
bread2, tomato1 and bread3 in sequence. However, if we make
a mistake and stack the lettuce instead of ham in the second
step, the planner automatically generates a new plan and the

Classification Result

Input

Inferred Action

Plan

Bread

-

-

Lettuce

-

‘stack lettuce1 bread1’

Tomato

-

‘stack tomato1 lettuce1’

Lettuce

‘yes’

‘unstack tomato1 lettuce1’

Bread

‘yes’

‘unstack lettuce1 bread1’

[‘stack ham1 bread1’, ‘stack lettuce1 ham1’, ‘stack bread2 lettuce1’,
‘stack tomato1 bread2’, ‘stack bread3 tomato1’]
[‘unstack lettuce1 bread1’, ‘stack ham1 bread1’, ‘stack lettuce1 ham1’,
‘stack bread2 lettuce1’, ‘stack tomato1 bread2’, ‘stack bread3 tomato1’]
[‘unstack tomato1 lettuce1’, ‘unstack lettuce1 bread1’, ‘stack ham1 bread1’,
‘stack lettuce1 ham1’, ‘stack bread2 lettuce1’, ‘stack tomato1 bread2’,
‘stack bread3 tomato1’]
[‘unstack lettuce1 bread1’, ‘stack ham1 bread1’, ‘stack lettuce1 ham1’,
‘stack bread2 lettuce1’, ‘stack tomato1 bread2’, ‘stack bread3 tomato1’]
[‘stack ham1 bread1’, ‘stack lettuce1 ham1’, ‘stack bread2 lettuce1’,
‘stack tomato1 bread2’, ‘stack bread3 tomato1’]

Table 1: Recovering from two user errors. The input is the response from the user for the question: have you removed something?
first step in the new plan is to unstack the lettuce. Similarly, in
the third step, if we stack the tomato, the planner will remind
us to unstack the tomato first before going ahead. In the fourth
step, it requires user input because of the ambiguity. After
we respond with ‘yes’, the system can confirm that we have
removed the tomato on top and the newly generated plan also
reflects the changes. As we can see, our planner can recover
from arbitrary mistakes without being explicitly coded.

5.2

Runtime of the Planner and the Classifer

The planner and the classifier are running inside an NvidiaDocker container, on a host that has two GTX 1080 Ti GPUs.
The CPU frequency is 3311.00 Mhz and the amount of free
CPU memory inside the container is 4.7 GB. The planner
runs on CPU and the runtime is shown in Fig. 4(a). After a
closer inspection of the runtime, we find out that when the
user has made mistakes, the runtime of the planner is around
0.35 to 0.4 seconds. When the planner is generating the initial
plan, the runtime is around 0.25 to 0.28 seconds. If the user
is following the plan, the searching space is getting smaller
and the runtime of the planner is less than 0.2 seconds. Here,
our planner will search for the optimal solution, which has
the smallest number of steps in the plan and normally takes
longer. We may trade the optimality of the solution for lower
searching time in a time-sensitive application.
Our results show that it is infeasible to run a planner on
every single observation from the perceptual system. Our
approach addresses this by running the planner only when
necessary, translating the resulting plan to a FSM representation, and thus saves on computation.
The classifier is built on top of the MobileNet v2 backbone
network. The inference time is shown in Fig. 4(b). We can
see that most of the inference time is below 0.02 seconds after
the system has warmed up.

6

Related Work

In this section, we discuss the most closely related work in
cognitive assistance and planning domain.
Cognitive Assistance. Jarvis [16] is the most related work.

It has a perceptual module and a planner to generate dynamic
plans. However, our approach is different in the following
ways. First, we reveal that there are ambiguous cases in the
current task state and we propose to involve the user to resolve
the ambiguity. Second, we obtain the current task state based
on the classification results across multiple frames instead of
one frame as in Jarvis. Finally, we only call the planner when
necessary. Unlike Jarvis, our state-tracking system can be
used to track the progress in cases when the user is following
the plan, alleviating the need to spend computational resources
on executing the planner in those cases.
Another closely related system is Gabriel [9], which also
considers a cognitive assistant supported by the edge. While
Gabriel uses an efficient finite state machine to represent task
states, we propose an interactive planner along with state
machines in order to deal with dynamic conditions (such as
unpredictable user errors), which are often infeasible to be
explicitly specified in a finite state machine. Also, in our
perceptual module, we decoupled classification labels from
task states, which could be more flexible.
Interactive Planning. Chakraborti et al. propose a
projection-aware task planning and execution architecture [4]
where the system can exchange the intents with the collaborating human. Differently, we employ a dialogue module to
communicate with the user in order to disambiguate observed
actions. Furthermore, while their work focuses on a setting
where both the robot and the human are jointly operating in
the world, our work focuses on a setting where the system is
only an observer and the human is the sole executor.

7

Conclusion

Cognitive assistance is one of the key applications on AR enabled devices. To build such a cognitive assistant, we propose
to involve the users to resolve the ambiguity of visual perceptions when necessary. Moreover, we propose to employ
automated planning tools as well as execution monitoring
techniques to keep track of the task states, as well as to generate new plans to recover from users’ mistakes if necessary.
Preliminary results show that the low overhead of our design
may be more amenable to practical deployments.

8

Discussion Topics and Future Work
• What are the appropriate metrics that would clearly
demonstrate the feasibility of a planner-based cognitive
assistant and accurately evaluate the performance under
different scenarios? This is a multi-disciplinary problem
and touches on Systems, HCI, planning, and knowledge
representation.
• Are the infrastructure facilities envisioned in edge cloud
infrastructure sufficient to support cognitive assistants
for every mobile user? Are there infrastructure elements
(e.g. at the level of perceptual detectors or planners) that
can be utilized in a multi-tenant fashion? Muise’s system
is an example of this idea at a small scale [17].
• Specifying a planning domain may be in cases more
complex than specifying a state machine. While we have
effectively created a planning domain for a particular toy
problem, does the approach generalize to other problems
that researchers in the field have studied? Relatedly, it is
worth mentioning the growing body of work concerned
with learning planning domains from textual and visual
inputs which can help mitigate for the human-effort required to author planning domains (e.g., [3, 22, 23]).
Additionally, there is a body of work concerned with
the development of tools that facilitate the authoring of
planning domains (e.g., [18, 19]).
• As our activity recognition algorithm is based on the
changes of the top objects, we cannot detect the actions
if the user has put some objects on the bottom of the
pile or in the middle of the pile. For the same reason, we
could not detect the activity if the user has put another
instance of the top object to the top.
• In this work, the actions in the plan form a total order
set. We could also extend our system to support partially
ordered actions, which is required by many applications,
by adopting the linear temporal logic (LTL).

9
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